TAX NEWSLETTER
MAY 2017
Dear Friend
Welcome to our tax newsletter designed to keep you informed of some of the latest tax issues.
This time we focus on various new tax rules that have come into effect from 6 April 2017,
including:
i)
ii)
iii)

the new residential IHT band
the £5,000 tax free dividend (reducing to £2,000 from 2018!) and
the £1,000 savings allowance.

Any questions on the above do contact us.
Best wishes
Godley Tax Team

ADDITIONAL IHT RELIEF FOR PASSING
ON FAMILY HOME STARTED 6 APRIL - DO
YOU QUALIFY FOR THE £1M THRESHOLD?
Last month Yogesh Patel from our team wrote an article
for the Asian House & Home magazine - see link.
Quick overview: For deaths on or after 6 April 2017
there is now an additional £100,000 inheritance tax
(IHT) allowance where the family home is passed on to
direct descendants. This was originally announced on 8
July 2015 and that date is relevant where the deceased
has downsized to a lower value property.
This additional relief increases in stages to £175,000 in
2020, and where the relief was not used on the death of
the first spouse, it is available on the death of the
surviving spouse.
This means that after 6 April 2020 a married couple can potentially pass on assets worth up to
£1,000,000 without paying IHT as there would be £350,000 relief against the value of the family
home in addition to the combined £650,000 nil rate bands (2 x £325,000).
Note however that the Labour Party have announced that if elected they will reverse this generous
measure!
As mentioned in previous newsletters, it may be necessary to review your will and estate planning
to ensure that you can take full advantage of this new relief.
For more details please contact Yogesh Patel or your contact person at our offices.
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SHOULD WE GIVE SHARES TO CHILDREN
AND PAY £5,000 DIVIDENDS TAX FREE?
The introduction of the £5,000 tax free dividend allowance
has tempted many family company shareholders to give
shares to other family members so that they can be paid
£5,000 a year tax free. (Note that this allowance reduces
to £2,000 from 6 April 2018).
Such a strategy needs to be carefully structured as there can be Capital Gains Tax on the gift of
shares, and HMRC may also seek to tax the dividend as employment income under certain
circumstances. The dividend will also be taxed on the parents if received by a child who is a minor.
If you are considering giving shares to other family members and then paying dividends, please
come and talk to us first so that we can deal with this correctly.

BETTER TO PAY INTEREST ON YOUR LOAN
ACCOUNT THAN DIVIDENDS IF HIGHER RATE
TAXPAYER
Ever since the introduction of the 7.5% increase in the rate
of tax on dividends in April 2016, it has been more tax
efficient for owner managed business shareholders to pay
interest on their loans to the company rather than pay
themselves dividends.
The interest would be deductible against the company's
profits saving corporation tax at 19% (was 20%), whereas
dividend payments are not tax deductible. A higher rate taxpayer would end up with more post
tax cash, despite the rate being 40% compared to the 32.5% rate on dividends.
The table above assumes that the shareholder is a higher rate taxpayer and has already taken a
dividend of £5,000 tax free.
The above calculation also assumes that the shareholder has £500 of other interest so that the
savings allowance has already been used. Note also that the company is currently required to
deduct 20% tax at source and report the interest on form CT61.

SELLING LAND TO A DEVELOPER - IS THAT TRADING OR A CAPITAL
GAIN?
Farmers and other landowners will often be approached by developers seeking to obtain planning
permission to build on the land. Great care is needed to avoid unnecessary tax charges on the
transaction. HMRC have recently updated their guidance on transactions in land clarifying that
under certain circumstances some of the eventual profit can be taxed as income not a capital
gain. For individual property owners that could mean 45% income tax as opposed to just 28%
CGT.
For example, a landowner sells some land to a developer for £5 million plus 10% of any profit on
the development over £6 million. If the profit on the project was £8 million then the additional
£200,000 would be taxed as a trading profit. The tax rules in this area are complex. If you are
involved in such a deal contact us so we can advise on structuring the transaction.
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NEW TAX FREE ALLOWANCES STARTED ON
6 APRIL 2017
The £5,000 dividend and savings allowance of up to
£1,000 have been with us since 6 April 2016. There are
now two further allowances available since 6 April 2017.
There are concerns that these have not been widely
publicised and not properly understood.
The first £1,000 allowance is against self-employed
income. This is a deduction from gross income so will only be of benefit to those with a small
amount of self-employed income - for example a part time yoga teacher. If their gross selfemployed income is less than £1,000 a year then it will now be tax free and will not need to be
reported to HMRC. If the income is marginally above £1,000, say £1,200, then only £200 will be
taxable. For many self-employed it will continue to be more beneficial to compute profits by
deducting their allowable expenses from their gross income.
The other new allowance is a £1,000 deduction from gross income from property. For example,
a couple might receive £700 in charges for parking on their drive in Wimbledon during the tennis
tournament. Joint owners of property could receive £1,000 tax free each, however you can’t claim
the allowance on income from letting your own home under the Rent a Room Scheme.
In order to support the licenced trade from April 2017, pubs with a rateable value up to £100,000
will be able to claim a £1,000 business rates discount for one year.

TAX DIARY OF MAIN EVENTS FOR JUNE 2017
•

1 June - Corporation tax for year to 31/08/16

•

19 June - PAYE & NIC deductions, and CIS return and tax, for
month to 5/6/17 (due 22/06 if you pay electronically)

This publication is intended to be a general guide and cannot be a substitute for professional advice. Neither
the authors nor Godley & Co Ltd accept any responsibility for loss occasioned to any person acting or
refraining from acting as a result of material contained in this publication.
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